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The Big Picture:

arxiv: 1711.03301

arxiv: 1703.01651

• Mono-X searches used extensively to look for Dark Matter. (See, for example: Y. Bai, P.J. Fox and R.
Harnik, arXiv:1005.3797v2 and J. Goodman et.al., arXiv:1008.1783v2)
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• Dark Matter bound states can help with exploring region where Z’ is off-shell
• We can look for these bound states through Dijet resonance searches at the LHC.
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A Popular Benchmark Model:
• DM Candidate

is a spin ½ particle with mass denoted by

• Mediator is a spin 1 particle denoted by Z’, whose mass is denoted by
• We have vector coupling between Z’ and quarks: value of coupling constant

to all quarks is the same.

• We don’t include axial coupling between Z’ and quarks, since we are using a benchmark model typically
used for experimental studies.
• We allow for Axial and Vector coupling, denoted by

and

respectively, between DM and Z’

•
• Simple case of a gauged baryon number model with a well-defined UV completion – (P.F. Perez and M.B.
Wise, arXiv:1002.1754v4)
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Model (Contd..)
• Axial coupling

is constrained and the upper bound is given by the ratio of DM mass to Z’ Mass, i.e.

Can be seen if Z’ is interpreted as the gauge boson of a spontaneously broken
symmetry, where we introduce a new scalar whose vev is

DM is chiral under the symmetry hence its mass comes from the Yukawa interaction:

Z’ gets a mass which is proportional to the axial coupling:

Requiring that

satisfy perturbative unitarity condition gives the above constraint.
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Parameter choices in our model:
• We are choosing the following values for the parameters in our model:
• We define
• We choose a large value of
formation.
•

to be able to explore the consequences of possible bound state

excluded by Dijet searches for Z’ at the LHC.
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Dark Matter Bound States at LHC Dijet Resonance Searches

• Bound State of Dark Matter denoted by

is heavy and mixes with the Z’.

• This heavy bound state mimics the Z’ that the Dijet Resonance Searches look for.

• Production cross section shows the following dependence:
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Bound State Production:
Some details about the potential:

• Z’ interacts with DM through both axial and vector coupling.
Vector

• Define

. Then, we have:
Axial

(B. Bellazzinni, M.Cliche, P. Tanedo, arXiv:1307.1129v1)

• For the spin-1 case,
• Interested primarily in the region

• Hence, choose large value of

, thus,

. Else, the production cross section may be low.
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Production of Bound State (contd..)
With the appropriate kinetic mixing operator for the bound state and Z’ operator in hand, we
can calculate the production cross section of the Bound state:
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Decay Modes in our model:
Two relevant decay modes:
• Bound state goes to off shell Z’ that decays to
two jets.
• Bound state goes to two on shell Z’. Need
non-zero axial coupling – Furry’s Theorem.
- Z’ cannot be massless - Landau-Yang
Theorem.
- Z’ are boosted, so final state 'like’ dijets.
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Experimental Bounds Relevant to Our Study:

arxiv: 1710.00159

arxiv: 1611.03568
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ATLAS-CONF-016-30

arxiv: 1703.09127
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The following plot shows our collider studies:

• There is a complementarity between the
monojet and dijet resonance searches.
• Monojet searches work best for heavy Z’,
lighter
• Dijet Resonance searches work best for heavy
and lighter Z’.
• Purple curves show monojet constraints
• Red, blue and green curves show dijet
resonance search constraints – involve bound
states
• Orange curve is the boundary of region with
non-zero Darkonium wavefunction

A.K, Ian Low and Yue Zhang, arxiv:1807.07972v2

• Yellow regions excluded by Z’ dijet searches.
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Mono-X Studies at the LHC:

Initial State Radiation (ISR)

Final State Radiation(FSR)

• FSR diagram is subdominant.
• Explanation is that ISR diagram can be initiated by a gluon, and at the LHC gluon PDF’s are
much larger than the antiquark PDF’s, leading to domination of ISR diagram.
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Direct Detection:
• Calculate velocity averaged cross section for scattering of
•

off a Nucleus

for

• Much bigger than current Xenon1T bound
(See also LUX and PANDA results)
• Hence, make dark matter inelastic (D.Tucker-Smith, N.P. Weiner, arXiv:0101138)
by introducing Majorana mass term
that generates two fermion
states with mass splitting

• Now, off-diagonal vector interactions make the most important contribution
to direct detection:

• Making the process kinematically inaccessible sets lower bound on
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Will also set an upper bound on :
•

To ensure that the validity of the collider phenomenology already done.
• Heavier DM state

mustn’t decay before the bound state can form:

• To ensure this, we require that the decay width of
energy BE,

be less than the binding

• Change in reduced mass of DM system will be insignificant when
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For

= 30 GeV, the following plot is obtained:
• Region in orange is not allowed due to
direct detection constraints.
• White regions indicate allowed values
for the same – range is from a few MeV
to a few GeV.
• Blue region is where decay happens
faster than bound state formation
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Summary and Conclusions:
• There exists a complementarity between the Mono-X and Dijet Resonance Searches at the LHC.
Bound states, if they exist, could be useful in exploring this complementarity.
• SM has an abundance of bound states, perhaps Dark Sector follows suit.

• In our benchmark model, axial coupling is constrained by the Z’ and DM Masses.
• The that appears in the Majorana mass term has both upper and lower bounds, but there is a
wide range of allowed values – MeV to a few GeV.
• Future work will involve generalizing this work to scalar mediators and spin-2 mediators.

Thank you.
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More details on axial coupling and its value
• Axial coupling

is not a free parameter in the model: it is given by the ratio of DM mass to Z’ Mass, i.e.

• Can be seen if we interpret Z’ as the boson of a gauged

symmetry.

• Say
has charge
and
has charge
under this symmetry. Introduce a scalar
under the same symmetry such that coupling between DM and scalar has coupling .

with charge
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More details on axial coupling and its value:
• Writing down the Lagrangian compatible with the symmetry teaches us that if
symmetry breaking, we will have:

• It can also be seen that the coupling between Z’ and

• Requiring that

, then after

can be rewritten as:

satisfy the perturbative unitarity condition gives above result.
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Binding Energy and Wavefunction:
• Yukawa potential can be approximated by the Hulthén potential, given by:

• The ground state wavefunction at the origin is given by:
From C.S.Lam, Y.P. Varshni,
Phys Rev. A4 (1971) 1875

• The Binding Energy is given by:
,

,

• To calculate the production of the Darkonium, we use the following operator for Kinetic Mixing. Z’ mixes with the
spin-1 DM bound state
: we will have
,
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• The decay widths are given by:

Details on the decay modes –
formulas, comparisons, practical
issues with simulation.

• The third is approximate because we work in the limit where axial coupling is much lesser than the vector
coupling. Then the process is similar to decay of J/psi to three photons where the factor involving pi first
appeared.
• The third process will be subdominant compared to the second process.

• Note: To simulate the second process, done using MadGraph, we use the operator:

(W-Y Keung, I. Low, J. Shu, Phys.Rev.Lett.101:091802,2008)
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• Constraints are difficult to get for current luminosity and center of mass energy.

• So we go for rescaling to higher luminosities and center of mass energies. Rescaling takes into account the fact that
signal to background ratio doesn’t change as we vary these. Then with the following definitions:

Note: NNPDF was
used to get the
parton distribution
functions.

• We get the following formula for rescaling

:
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For Mz’ = 30 GeV, the following plot is obtained:
• Mass splitting is denoted by
• White regions indicate allowed
values for the same.
• Blue region is where decay
happens faster than bound
state formation
• Green region is where our
collider study won’t be valid.

